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Issue No. 18
Oct - Dec 2018

IFE Malaysia Branch Visit to
Singapore
IFE Singapore Management Council hosted its IFE Malaysia counterpart on
their visit to Singapore from 12 to 14 Oct 2018. The annual visit was hosted
on a rotational basis between IFE Singapore and IFE Malaysia Branch.
The Malaysian delegation was led by Mr Tay Hao Giang, its Vice President,
together with four council members. They visited Bukit Timah Hill Nature
Reserve shortly after their arrival in Singapore.
In the evening of 12 Oct, a dinner at The Scholar Chinese Restaurant in
National University of Singapore Guild House was hosted by IFE Singapore to
our guests. Present at the dinner were our President, Mr Christopher Tan
and several other council members, including Vice President Mr Rama
Nathan and Hon Secretary, Mr Cheong Yew Dong.
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Prior to the dinner, a discussion was held with good exchanges of ideas on matters like the APAC
activities and the proposal to have a fixed representative in the board of IFE UK from the Asia Pacific IFE
branches. Others issues included UK’s proposal to make overseas branches to pay membership fees
directly to UK, UK’s annual increments in membership fees and the capitation amount to UK, and special
authority to be given to IFE overseas branches to approve membership applications up to Associate
grade etc.

The Malaysian delegation went for a River Safari cruise at Mandai Zoo on 13 Oct afternoon together with
several of our council members.

On the morning of 14 Oct, a Keep Fit 12km morning walk was organised at the MacRitchie Reservoir
where all of our guests and some of our council members including Mr Koh Soon Chuan, Er Yeow Mei
Ling, Er Yee Poh Kin, Mr Loh Eng Choon and Mr Cheong Yew Dong were there to enjoy the nature.
The delegate left for home in the evening on the same day.
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Technical Visit To Firetronics Factory
On 10 November 2018, IFE Singapore organized a technical visit
for fellow members to the Firetronics factory at 14, Woodlands
Walk. About thirty members including some council members
participated in this visit and were treated to a presentation and
demonstration by the representatives of the company.
Firetronics is a specialist fire protection company dealing in the
clean gas fire suppression and addressable fire alarm systems.
During the visit, the members were introduced to the NOHMI
NN 100 Nitrogen fire suppression system with the touch screen
technology using NOHMI Multicrest N3060 addressable fire
alarm system.
Members were also briefed on the various types of clean gas
technology, its efficiency, the design, installation, testing
commissioning and maintenance of the clean gas systems.
Potential hazards that may take place and methods of
prevention were also discussed.
After a short tea break, the NOHMI Multicrest 3060 addressable
fire alarm system was demonstrated to the members followed
by a room enclosure integrity test and the live discharge of the
NN 100 nitrogen gas fire suppression system.
The visit ended with a good lunch reception hosted by the
company to our members.
IFE Singapore would like to extend its sincere thanks to
Firetronics for hosting this educational event.
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IFE Singapore Renew MOU with FSMAS
The President of IFE Singapore, Mr Christopher Tan and council members were invited to the Member's
Night of FSMAS held on 30 Nov 2018. One of the key events was the signing of MOU between
FSMAS and IFE Singapore. At this event, FSMAS also signed a MOU with A-CERTS.
The MOU signing marked the continuing good working relationship and cooperation in activities among
all the three organizations serving their respective members in the fire protection and safety industries.
IFE Singapore currently also has an ongoing MOU with A-CERTS.

From left,
Mr John Wu, Mr Koh Soon Chuan, Mr
Dennis Ng, Mr Benedict Koh, Mr
Christopher Tan, Mr Azmi Bin Adam

Present at the MOU signing were Mr Benedict Koh, President of FSMAS, Mr Christopher Tan and Mr
Dennis Ng, President of A-CERTS.
It was witnessed by the Immediate Past Presidents of the three respective organizations, namely Mr
Azmi Adam of IFE Singapore, Mr Koh Soon Chuan of A-CERTS and Mr John Wu of FSMAS. Key note
addresses were made by the three presidents followed by the presentation of tokens of appreciation by
Mr Koh of FSMAS to Mr Christopher Tan, Mr Dennis Ng, and the three immediate past presidents.
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IFE Visit to SCDF Fire Investigation Unit (FIU) and Fire Research Unit (FRU)
On 11 December 2018, IFE Special Interest Group (Fire Investigation) organized a visit to the Singapore Civil
Defence Force Fire Investigation Unit (FIU) and Fire Research Unit (FRU) at their headquarters in 91 Ubi
Avenue 4. The visit was attended by approximately 15 IFE members.

The visit started with a comprehensive briefing on the history, organization structure and setup of the FIU
and FRU by LTC Dannies Ang. Of particular interest, he also explained the methodology of the FIU, some
previous case studies and how fire investigators undertake their work. He shared on the fire statistics and
the various initiatives undertaken to address new fire trends, for example the recent increase in PMD fires.
MAJ Tan Kim Haw hosted our members at the FI Laboratory and explained to us the various equipment and
their uses – such as the close cup flash point tester and the mass spectrometer. He also explained how SCDF
take fume samples from fire incident locations and how this is compared against common accelerants/fuels
available.
Our SCDF host also briefed on the various research done by the FRU team such as the study of prayer altar
lamps and fuel used, potential for fire ignition, and how different fuel result in changes in trends for such
fires. FRU has also studied the explosive powder used in festive events – i.e. likelihood of the open flame
interaction with the powder mix
LTA Toh Qiu Ping presented on the various R&D they have done using CFD modelling against real fire
behaviour in order to study the effect of different provisions under the Fire Code such as external corridors
and airwells.
Special thanks to the SCDF for hosting this visit, in
particular –
LTC Shaiful Herman Bin Shali
LTC Dannies Ang
MAJ Tan Kim Haw
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UPCOMING EVENTS…

1) 45th AGM
Date : 22 March 2019
Time : 6:30 pm
Venue : Furama Riverfront Hotel
Members are strongly encouraged to attend this AGM. A good dinner and highly
entertaining programme will ensure you a very memorable evening on this date.
Please register your attendance with our secretariat via email
address: ifespore@singnet.com as soon as possible.
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THE INSTITUTION OF FIRE ENGINEERS (UK)
(SINGAPORE BRANCH)
TRAINING COURSE
FOR
CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY

SERVICING AND MAINTENANCE
OF
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
OBJECTIVES OF THIS COURSE:
To enable participants to qualify as
operators in the inspection,
maintenance and recharging of fire
extinguishers.
CERTIFICATION:
Each participant who passes the
examinations will receive a Certificate
of Competency enabling them to be
qualified operators in the maintenance
of fire extinguishers in Singapore.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
Applicants must have completed
secondary two mathematics and
science or possess NITEC/NTC
qualifications and be working in this
trade to benefit from this course.
WHO SHOULD ATTEND:
Persons who are currently working as
fire extinguisher service personnel and
wish to be certified as qualified
operators in the inspection,
maintenance and recharging of fire
extinguishers.

COURSE RUN No: 45

COMMENCEMENT DATE

04 Mar 2019
6.30 pm
(Detailed schedule & venue on next page)
COURSE CONTENTS
1. Introduction to fire extinguishers.
2. Types of fire extinguishers and their classification
and ratings.
3. Overview of SS EN 3 – specification for extinguishers
4. Detailed study of SS 578 – selection, distribution,
maintenance, recharging and hydro-testing (theory
and practical).

COST
$650.00 per participant
(includes SS578 code book, handouts & tea breaks)

CPD POINTS
SCDF – FSM – 5 points
Class size is limited to 20 participants to promote interaction
between trainer and participants.
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FIRE NEWS QUIZ 18

WIN a NTUC Shopping Voucher of $20 by answering the following question correctly
Question:
Please point out one non- compliance of the fire rated cladding installation on the hydrant
pipe shown in the picture below:

Please send your answer together with your name, membership number, contact number and
email address by 15 March 2019 to ifespore@singnet.com.sg , with the subject heading as “IFE
Contest”. If we receive correct answers from a few participants, the winner will be selected by
means of balloting by the council.

For Fire News Quiz 17, the correct answers are :
1) The underside of the staircase (or escalator) is not provided with any sprinkler head.
2) Side wall sprinkler heads are installed in the centre of the ceiling instead of near the wall.
We have a winner Mr Chai Wee Tong (Membership number : M9004) who has given one of the
correct answer.
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WISH ALL MEMBERS
AND THEIR FAMILIES
A HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS
LUNAR NEW YEAR
AND
A HAPPY HOLIDAY
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